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Abstract
We focus on numerical algorithms for which performances and accuracy do not cohabit well in practice [2]. A widely studied example is the
floating-point summation – see for instance [3, 6, 7, 5].
In order to increase parallelism, expressions are reparsed implicitly using arithmetic properties like associativity or distributivity. In IEEE-754
floating-point arithmetic [1], these laws do not hold any longer for any
arithmetic expression. The numerical accuracy of the algorithm may be
strongly sensitive to reparsing. So increasing the parallelism of some algorithm may decrease its numerical accuracy, and, conversely, improving
the accuracy of some computation may reduce its parallelism. We present
an experimental analysis of this problem for the floating-point summation.
Our approach consists in performing an exhaustive study. First we
generate all the algorithms mathematically equivalent to the original one
and compatible with some relaxed time constraints. Then we compute
the worst errors which may arise during their evaluation for several relevant sets of data. Let n be the number of additions and let k be an
arbitrary constant. We propose to restrict the search of accurate computation within the three enclosed sets of algorithms having a computing
tree of height smaller or equal to, respectively, blog(n)c + 1, blog(n)c + k
and k × blog(n)c.
We observe that in most cases, the highest level of parallelism –O(log(n))
computing levels– does not allow us to compute the most accurate results.
Nevertheless a less high but still reasonable level of parallelism, like levels
O(log(n) + k) or O(k × log(n)), produces accurate results. Moreover the
proportion of optimal algorithms which respect to the best accuracy is
tiny.
Our main conclusion is that relaxing very slightly the time constraints
by choosing algorithms whose critical paths are a bit longer than for
optimal one makes it possible to strongly optimize the accuracy. This
matter of fact is illustrated using various data-sets, most of them being
ill-conditioned. We observe that the higher the level of parallelism, the
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harder it is to find an accurate summation algorithm. But if we relax the
time constraint, namely the parallelism, it is easier to get an optimally
accurate algorithm.
We extend these results to the case of bounded parallelism and to
compensated algorithms. For bounded parallelism we show that more accurate algorithms whose critical path is not optimal can be executed in as
many cycles as optimal algorithms, e.g. on VLIW architectures like the
ones uses in [4]. Concerning compensation, we show that classical accurate summation algorithms can be discovered automatically by inserting
systematically compensations and then reparsing the resulting expression.
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